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• “Small-town life meets a dangerous outside world in this taut, suspenseful
story.” —Library Journal about Unforeseeable
• S econd entry in Mehl’s series balances suspense, romance, and mystery as
outside dangers invade Sanctuary’s borders

• “Mehl launches an exciting new series with Gathering Shadows . . . a fun,
fast-paced tale of romantic suspense sure to have readers trying to figure out
the truth until the very last reveal.” —Booklist
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After years of upheaval, Sarah Miller’s life is finally settled with all echoes of the past
stilled and silent at last. She spends her time teaching the children of Sanctuary, a town
she is happy to call home.
When the sister Sarah hasn’t seen in years reappears, it stirs up hard memories of the
past and their parents’ murder. Even so, Sarah’s joy at being reunited with Hannah and
meeting the niece she didn’t know she had is too soon interrupted when Deputy Sheriff
Paul Gleason informs Sarah her sister has been killed.
As Sarah learns more about Hannah’s death, the circumstances seem eerily similar to her
parents’ death. She enlists Paul’s help in digging deeper into these murders the police are
dismissing as burglaries gone wrong. Paul’s concern encourages Sarah’s growing
feelings for him, but as their investigation peels back the layers of lies almost twenty
years old, they get close to uncovering the truth one man will do anything to hide—even
if he must do away with the last remaining members of the Miller family.

“Mehl is an amazing author who gives fans what they want and more in
every book. The believable, smooth-running storyline features suspense,
mystery and family tragedy with characters who are kind and charming...
and a few who are not what they appear to be.”
—RT Book Reviews
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Nancy Mehl is the author of seventeen books, including the Road To Kingdom
series. She has a background in social work and is a member of ACFW and RWA.
She writes from her home in St. Louis, Missouri, where she lives with her husband,
Norman, and their puggle, Watson. Visit her website at nancymehl.com.
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